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Introduction
In today's operating environment, the ability to maintain tempo is what gives the Marine Corps freedom of action to impose its will on the enemy. The days of marching mass formations across Europe are gone. In the current fight, Marines must move quickly to the decisive point in the battle space. The manner in which the Marine Corps now motorizes infantry battalions is inefficient and inhibits responsiveness to exploit potential successes.
The Marine Corps should provide the infantry battalion an organic motorized capability to achieve greater tempo at the tactical level.
Background
Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication 1 (MCDP-1) states that "Speed is a weapon" and defines focus as "the convergence of effects in time and space on some objective." "We achieve surprise by striking the enemy at a time or place or manner for which the enemy is unprepared…The ability to take advantage of opportunity is a function of speed, flexibility, boldness, and initiative." 
U.S. Marine Corps Concepts and Programs 2008
claims that "Today's operational environments demand speed, agility and mobility of ground forces to respond to if not anticipate an adversary's actions."
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The current command relationships with motor transport support units and the equipment the Corps is using makes it difficult for infantry battalions to achieve and maintain this focus as well as exploit opportunities and successes.
Current Motorized Capability
Currently, a combat logistics battalion ( 
Proposed Motorized Capability
The infantry battalion should be motorized with 
Conclusion
The MPC program should seek to acquire or develop a simple wheeled, armored troop carrier with a ROSAM or equivalent. These vehicles should have the capacity to transport a combat loaded infantry squad. These vehicles should be given to select Marine infantry battalions and be under the control of the commander and not the supporting unit. Doing so will give Marine infantry battalions the tools to achieve tactical tempo and focus and establish relevance across the large areas of responsibility to which they are assigned in the current COIN environment. The
Corps must be ready for future long range, rapid attacks deep inland from the littorals.
